We construct a new multi-component CKP hierarchy based on the eigenfunction symmetry arises in some physical modes describing the interaction of long and short wave [8] [9] [10] 12] , and the second type of KPSCS is presented in [8, 11, 13] . Recently a method was proposed in [8] to construct a new multi-component KP hierarchy which includes first and second type of KPSCS. However, little attention has been paid to the multi-component CKP hierarchy. In addition, the CKP equation with self-consistent sources has not been found out yet.
where
is pseudo-differential operator,∂ denotes ∂ / ∂ x , u i , i = 1, 2, · · · , are functions in infinitely many variables t = (t 1 , t 2 , t 3 , · · · ) with t 1 = x, and B n = L n + stands for the differential part of L n .
Owing to the commutativity of ∂ tn flows, we obtain zero-curvature equations of KP hierarchy The compatibility condition of (1.4) is exactly (1.3).
The CKP hierarchy [15] is obtained from the KP hierarchy by ignoring the time variables t 2 , t 4 , t 6 , · · · (i.e.
including only the odd time variables t 3 , t 5 , t 7 , · · · )and by imposing at the same time the following antisymmetry condition on the KP Lax operator
It follows immediately from (1.5) that
1 , . . . and Φ = Φ * , B n = −B * n for n odd. Taking n = 3, k = 5, (1.3) and (1.5) lead to the CKP equation
where we use the notation u (i) = ∂ i ∂x i in this paper. In this paper, following the idea in [8] and using the eigenfunction symmetry constraint, we firstly introduce a new type of Lax equations which consist of the new time τ k − flow and the evolutions of wave functions. Under the evolutions of wave functions, the commutativity of the evolutions of τ k − flow and t n − flow gives rise to a new multi-component CKP (mcCKP) hierarchy. This hierarchy enables us to obtain the first and the second types of CKP equation with self-consistent sources (CKPSCS) and their Lax representations directly. This implies that the new mcCKP hierarchy can be regarded as CKP hierarchy with self-consistent sources (CKPHSCS).
Moreover, this new mcCKP hierarchy can be reduced to two integrable hierarchies: a (1+1)-dimensional soliton hierarchy with self-consistent source and the k− constrained CKP hierarchy (k− CKPH),which contain the first type and the second type of Kaup-Kuperschmidt equation with self-consistent sources and of bi-directional KaupKuperschmidt equation with self-consistent sources, respectively. Thus, the new mcCKP hierarchy provides an effective way to find (1+1)-dimensional and (2+1)-dimensional soliton equations with self-consistent sources as well as their Lax representations. Our paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we construct the new mcCKP hierarchy and show that it contains the first and the second types of CKPSCS. In section 3, the mcCKP hierarchy is reduced to a (1+1)-dimensional soliton hierarchy with self-consistent source and the k− constrained CKP hierarchy, respectively. In section 4, some conclusions are given.
New multi-component CKP hierarchy
Following the idea in [8] and using the eigenfunction symmetry constraint for CKP hierarchy [16] , we define
where q i , r i satisfy (1.4). Then we may introduce a new Lax equation given by
where n, k are odd.
Applying integration by parts to the second term
Noticing the facts that q * = q, r * = r, q * tn = −B * n (q * ) and r * tn = −B * n (r * ), we can complete the proof immediately.
Theorem 1. The commutativity of (1.1) and (2.2a) under (2.2b) leads to the following new integrable multicomponent CKP (mcCKP) hierarchy
or equivalently
where n and k are odd.Under (2.3b), the Lax pair for (2.3a) is given by
Proof:We will show that under (2.3b), (1.1) and (2.2a) lead to (2.3a). For convenience, we assume N = 1 and denote q 1 , r 1 by q, r. By (1.1), (2.2) and lemma 1, we have
3a') and (2.4) indicate that the mcCKP hierarchy can be regarded as the CKP hierarchy with self-consistent sources and is Lax integrable.
We now list some equations in this new mcCKP hierarchy.
Example 1 (The first type of CKPSCS) For n = 3, k = 5, (2.3)with u = u 1 leads to the first type of the CKP equation with self-consistent sources
The Lax pair of (2.5) is given by
Example 2 (The second type of CKPSCS) For n = 5, k = 3, (2.3) with u 1 = u yields the second type of CKP equation with self-consistent sources
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The Lax pair of (2.7) is given by
3. The n− reduction and k− constraint of (2.3)
3.1 The n− reduction of (2.
3)
The n− reduction of (2.3)is given by [14] 
which implies that 
So it is reasonable to impose the relation (2.11) in the n− reduction case. By using the Lemma 1 and (2.10), we can conclude that the constraint (2.9) is invariant under the τ k − flow. Due to (2.10) and (2.11), one can drop t n − dependency from (2.3) and get the following (1+1)-dimensional integrable hierarchy with self-consistent sources
with the Lax pair given by
Example 3 (The first type of KKESCS) For n = 3, k = 5, (2.12) presents the first type of KaupKuperschmidt equation with self-consistent sources
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14) (2.13) with n = 3, k = 5 leads to the Lax pair of (2.14)
If we take q i = r i = 0, then (2.14) reduces to the Kaup-Kuperschmidt equation [17] .
Example 4 (The first type of BDKKESCS) For n = 5, k = 3, (2.12) presents the first type of bi-directional Kaup-Kuperschmidt equation with self-consistent sources
i + 5uq
If we take q i = r i = 0, then (2.16) reduces to the bi-directional Kaup-Kuperschmidt equation [18, 19] .
The k− constraint of (2.3)
The k− constraint of (2.3)is given by [16] 
It can seen that (2.18) together with (2.2) lead to L τ k = 0 and B n,τ k = 0. Then (2.3)becomes k− constrained CKP hierarchy
Example 5 (The second type of KKESCS) For n = 5, k = 3, (2.19) presents the second type of KaupKuperschmidt equation with self-consistent sources
i + 5ur We notice that no solution has been obtained not only for the first type of CKPSCS but for the second type. So we will solve the integrable equations in the forthcoming paper.
